Educational Institution Questions
Helping you plan your future!

Institution 1: ______________________
Does this institution accept any military benefits that I qualify for?
Does this program qualify for college credit or
is it American Council of Education credit recommended?

Institution 2: ______________________
⃞
⃞

What is the success rate or “placement rate” for graduates of this program? _________

Does this institution accept any military benefits that I qualify for?
Does this program qualify for college credit or
is it American Council of Education credit recommended?

⃞
⃞

What is the success rate or “placement rate” for graduates of this program? _________

1.

What kind of support does this institution offer?

1.

What kind of support does this institution offer?

2.

What kind of guarantees does this institution offer?

2.

What kind of guarantees does this institution offer?

3.

What kind of career assistance does this institution offer beyond the program
horizon?

3.

What kind of career assistance does this institution offer beyond the program
horizon?

4.

What does the timeline look like from training/education to getting hired?

4.

What does the timeline look like from training/education to getting hired?

Additional Comments:

Additional Comments:
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Institution 3: ______________________
Does this institution accept any military benefits that I qualify for?
Does this program qualify for college credit or
is it American Council of Education credit recommended?

Institution 4: ______________________
⃞
⃞

What is the success rate or “placement rate” for graduates of this program? _________

Does this institution accept any military benefits that I qualify for?
Does this program qualify for college credit or
is it American Council of Education credit recommended?

⃞
⃞

What is the success rate or “placement rate” for graduates of this program? _________

1.

What kind of support does this institution offer?

1.

What kind of support does this institution offer?

2.

What kind of guarantees does this institution offer?

2.

What kind of guarantees does this institution offer?

3.

What kind of career assistance does this institution offer beyond the program
horizon?

3.

What kind of career assistance does this institution offer beyond the program
horizon?

4.

What does the timeline look like from training/education to getting hired?

4.

What does the timeline look like from training/education to getting hired?

Additional Comments:

Additional Comments:

Veteran Decision Helper
Helping you plan your future!

Check the box that has that you feel is the best answer for each question.
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⃞

___

___

Which institution am I most interested in?
Which institution best aligns with my goals?
Which institution works best with my timeline?
Which institution do I feel most comfortable at?
Total checks for each institution

The institution with the most amount of checks should get your highest consideration.
Other tips to consider when making your decision.
●
●
●

Discuss this decision with others that may be affected by it.
Don’t be pressured into a decision.
Do your own research.

___

___

